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Bath Youth Hostels
Batheaston Youth Hostel

1931 to 1932, then 1937 to 1953

Batheaston Villa, Bailbrook Lane, Batheaston, Bath, Somerset
Historic County: Somerset

YHA Region:
Gloucester, Somerset and Exmoor

GR: ST 772671

The early history of the YHA in the city of Bath from 1931, the Association’s very first full year, up to 1953, is one
of establishing its first hostel, moving to a second, then returning to the first for a much longer spell, all within six
years. The initial hostel was Batheaston Villa, a noble Georgian mansion in Bath Stone, dating from the mid-1760s.
The house lies within Bath City boundaries, part of the ancient area of Bailbrook, and is entered from a quiet cul-desac off Bailbrook Lane. A portico entrance leads to a spacious reception hall, with a grand staircase sweeping to
upper floors. At the rear of the elegant drawing room there is a distinctive large bow-shaped bay window that
extends to two floors and then to a castellated fringe. It overlooks an extensive garden once visited and described by
Hugh Walpole. The private lawns slope down to London Road and include an ornate small garden structure in the
style of a temple. Batheaston Villa is now a Grade-II listed private residence.
For some time the house had been in the Tollemache family; Miss Tollemache was the youth hostel’s first warden,
or rather Hostess, as described in the 1931 YHA Handbook. Almost twenty years before, in 1913 and 1914, two
Bath Herald articles described how a Mrs Tollemache, maybe her mother, had refused to pay tax, maintaining that
taxation should carry with it representation. Perhaps it would be not too fanciful, and entirely within keeping with
the new Gloucester and Somerset Region of YHA in that first formative year, for its supporters, strongly influenced
by Quaker and Socialist principles, to have had a least one suffragette in their circle. An extended building to the east
was almost certainly part of the hostel, and as Tollemache House is now a separate dwelling.
Batheaston hostel opened in March 1931, according to the Region’s annual report of the following year. This puts it
on a par with Street hostel, opened 19th March 1931, as one of the very first to be established in England and Wales.
In that year the Association handbooks simply called the hostel Bath. It was almost certainly running along adopted
lines; in 1932 Miss Tollemache was described as receiving members’ payments, suggesting that, like other hostels at
this time, it was overseen with generous philanthropy by YHA. Some early hostels are known to have operated
without reward to YHA except through
membership fees and goodwill gestures.
The knowledge that the network was
rapidly establishing itself was sufficient.
Unusually, there were eight beds for
women and five for men. However, the
hostel closed after the 1932 season, to
be replaced by Langridge hostel in 1933.
The reason for closure is not recorded.
A thousand overnights were registered
at Batheaston in its first spell.
Left: this postcard view of the rear of
Batheaston Villa shows well the impressive
bay windows overlooking the gardens; the
contemplative figure may be the ‘Hostess’,
Miss Tollemache (author’s collection)
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Langridge (Bath) Youth Hostel

1933 to 1936

Langridge House, Lansdowne, Bath
Historic County: Somerset

YHA Region:
Gloucester, Somerset and Exmoor

GR: ST 730694

Batheaston Villa’s replacement for four seasons was Langridge House, originally a rectory in the tiny parish of that
name, four miles north of Bath. It opened on 1st April 1933. Miss Honor Lawrence loaned the house to the YHA,
whose records for 1933 state that rent was free and income £54.2s.0d. The wardens were Mr and Mrs Eyles, later of
Mitcheldean and Batheaston hostels. There were 30 beds, rising to 40 the following year.
Langridge hostel closed after the 1936 season and transferred back to Batheaston. It was popular during its brief
time, with annual overnights rising steadily from 1,000 to almost 3,000. The house was destroyed by fire in the mid20th century; the present Langridge House (a luxury guesthouse) stands in its place.
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1: a lovely postcard of the slab-fronted Langridge hostel from the entrance off Langridge Lane. Old maps show that this long
façade fronted a substantial building. The smart black enamel YHA sign is in rare good order, probably brand new;
2&3: two photographs, the first of 1936, showing the distinctive angular bay and verandah (author’s collection)
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FJ Catley was a young YHA volunteer in Bristol in the Association’s first 30 years. He left meticulous diary records
of his work for local youth hostels and his experiences at them, not always warmly recorded or charitable in tone.
They are kept at Bristol Archive. Here is his account of Langridge:
11th August 1934. We came to Langridge House about 7.45. It was very quiet – a big dull grey house, rather
forbidding, with much green around it, a nice lawn. We went into the hall of the house, where the warden, a big
old man in grey flannel shorts, was busy with a few others just arrived. Soon the warden came to us, told us he
could give us a ‘shake-down’ somewhere. When we had entered our names into the book and given up our cards
he took us and others upstairs to show us where we were to sleep and wash. Our sleeping place was a big bare
room with a white plaster mantelpiece. Since all the beds, which were in another room, were booked up, all of us
in this room were sleeping on the floor, on straw palliasses. In the very clean wash place, some difficulty with the
water system made it forbidden to use taps. The water had to be tipped out of a big porcelain bath.
When we had heard all these instructions (he was a fussy old man) and had bagged three blankets each we made
our beds and went downstairs again, strolled out into the gardens and later made a supper. There was a fair
number of young people, but they tended to split up into twos and threes except for a not very agreeable party at
the long table by the window – four women, one of them almost elderly, and two or three men. This group all
smoked incessantly and talked. Some turned up later, and some very late, especially one group that did not come
till after ten...
...12th August 1934. An interesting night last night, but without much sleep. The novelty of sleeping on the
floor in a room with ten other people, who breathed deeply, sighed, turned over noisily, snored – one had a
beautiful deep bass snore – and occasionally talked in their sleep – all this put me off sleeping, and even more
than this the faint gas taper that burned in the room.

From 1937 the youth hostel transferred back to the Batheaston Villa. There were 50 beds, rising to 57 in 1938 and
68 in 1947. This time the Tollemache sisters were named as the owners. The regional minutes of 21st January 1937
stated that alterations would cost about £40, while the owners agreed to provide external painting at the outset. The
property was variously described as loaned or leased, and vested in the YHA Trust on 11th June 1937. It seems that
Mr Eyles may have transferred to Batheaston as the 1937 warden, as over 40 years later Ken Tyler, long-standing
employee in the Region, remembered: Mr Eyles’s long shorts at Batheaston, always good for a giggle.
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1: a sketch map of Batheaston hostel from the 1937 regional guide. It mistakenly places the building on the north side
of Bailbrook Lane, instead of the south. Such cartographic errors were commonplace in early YHA publications;
2: most illustrations of the hostel were from the attractive lawns below the house. This postcard was
almost certainly from the hostel’s second period, and probably post-war (YHA Archive)
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In line with the sense of philanthropy inherent in YHA in the 1930s, the Association arranged for a party of 30 male
Czech refugees to be accommodated at 15/- per head early in 1939, when a Mrs Emery was warden. Unlike many in
the southwest, the hostel here was allowed to remain open almost continuously throughout the war. An internal
circular of 18th March 1941 stressed the need to keep it from requisition, as it was in such a strategic position for
members, and much in demand. Thus exemption from further requisitioning was granted during 1941. It was
partially closed to members after air-raids on Bath, however, when the hostel accommodated many homeless people.
Mabel Pratt was hostelling in September 1948 when she came across a great curiosity at Batheaston:
Batheaston hostel proved to be a large mansion on the hillside, commanding a superb view from its tall windows.
In my dorm was a remarkable bed, said to have belonged to Sir Charles Hobhouse. It was a two-decker, with
wooden ends, and the top berth was reached by a flight of solid little steps, which curved upwards like the stairs
up to a pulpit. At the top was a little wooden gate which opened onto the foot of the bed – very curious… [the
hostel was] blessed with hot and cold.
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Less usual views of Batheaston hostel.
1: the portico entrance to this noble Georgian house, on a quiet lane off London Road;
2: youth hostel wardens were often keen gardeners, and could serve up tasty meals from their own produce
that could mask hardship and rationing, as in 1948, when this photograph was taken; 3: the quaint and unique
Hobhouse bed, with its curious stairway to heaven, as described above by Mabel Pratt (author’s collection)

In 1951 Mr and Mrs A Durrans were noted as wardens; the following year Wilf and Joan Rendell arrived from their
remarkable hostel at Tanners Hatch, staying for two years before transferring to a replacement hostel nearer the
centre of Bath. On 18th April 1953 the lease here expired; YHA quit Batheaston hostel one
week later for the new location in the city.
Left: Gloucester, Somerset and Exmoor Region were the first to recognise the power of advertising through
attractive one-inch hostel pin badges, popular for 20 years. This rare Batheaston badge is the earliest
definitive example and dates the start of the marketing scheme to 1953 at the latest (author’s collection)
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Bath (Fiesole) Youth Hostel

1953 to present

Fiesole, Bathwick Hill, Bath, Somerset BA2 6JZ
Historic County: Somerset

YHA Regions: Gloucester, Somerset &
Exmoor, South West, South

GR: ST 764645

Fiesole is a large Georgian mansion in yellow Bath Stone, standing high on Bathwick
Hill, overlooking the fine city. It was built in Italianate style in 1825, listed in 1973,
and was once the home of Walter Savage Landor, writer and essayist. The house was
named after a district of Florence where he had lived. There is another of related design, Casa Bianca, adjacent.
Fiesole was bought freehold early in 1953 to replace Batheaston hostel, passing to the YHA Trust on 26th March.
The property had been used as a forces’ centre in World War I and later operated as a home for the elderly, then
offices. The cost to YHA of £3,250 included two acres of land. With astonishing speed, it opened to members on
25th April, one day after the official closure of Batheaston hostel. It was an impressive turn-around, though no
doubt the first hostellers were greeted with a paint brush, in the manner of the day. An official ceremony followed
six months later, on 17th October. The new hostel attracted the usual Ministry of Education grant-aid.
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1&2: the official opening on 17th October 1953. Internationalism was a strong theme. D Browning recorded the occasion;
3: in 1953 Bath’s wardens, the Rendells, sent this postcard to Cleeve Hill’s wardens, the Pilkingtons, with this
pencilled caption: Front door is on right hand side. Little window is our sitting room. Common room with balcony.
Dining room left hand side. Women’s dorms on top. Two small dorms in turret – splendid view (all YHA Archive)
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Wilf and Joan Rendell were the first wardens and stayed for three or four years. They had cut their wardening teeth
on the extraordinary hostel project at Tanners Hatch, Surrey, with its isolated and basic staff accommodation at
Ranmore Cottage; Fiesole must have seemed a different world to them. There were 70 beds at first.
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1: an early photograph, inscribed ‘State of Chaos’. The builder’s hut, bench and strewn lengths of pipe show work in progress;
2: morning departure, an image supplied by key Bristol YHA volunteer in the post-war period, Fred Blampied (YHA Archive);
3: early postcard of the rarely photographed but attractive west side of Fiesole (author’s collection)

The Johnstons replaced the Rendells in 1957 and Mr and Mrs Roberts in 1958,
when a newspaper cutting described a typical evening at Bath hostel:
The wardens have one night off a week, and four weeks’ holiday out of season. They’re
pledged to serve a three-course cooked meal each evening for 2s.6d [12½p] and a
cooked breakfast at 8am. A bunk for the night, with three blankets, costs three shillings
[15p].
British youths from Burton-on-Trent have arrived, along with a German boy, six
Spanish girls, a New Zealander. There’s a common room with a cat and a ping-pong
table. There’s a large dining room and the kitchen is in sunshine yellow and scarlet. The
dormitories vary in size from two beds to seven. Even the 20-year olds have to have
lights out by 10.30pm.
Right: David and Mary Roberts at work in their kitchen in 1958 (YHA Archive)
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1&2: it was a simple matter to redesign the Batheaston pin badge to the marketing needs of the new Bath hostel –
a few variations were introduced through the period from the mid-1950s to about 1980;
3: YHA published helpful regional hostelling guide books at regular intervals up to the 1980s. Bath youth hostel
was a new entry in the Gloucester, Somerset and Exmoor handbook of the mid-1950s;
4: cloth badge from the 1970s (author’s collection)

A young Martin J Cox stayed at Bath in 1961; he had his own reasons to both admire and regret YHA’s strict rules:
Although now exhausted, we were well in time to check in and relax for a period before the evening meal and met
quite a few of the others staying there who were a mixture of hikers, cyclers and some hitch-hikers. We had
thought that the whole principle of hostelling was getting to each destination under one’s own steam and felt
quite indignant that hitch-hiking was even allowed, let alone being one of the accepted ways of getting around.
Luckily, I kept my feelings to myself as two of these ‘cheats’ turned out to be very attractive girls of our own age,
hitch-hiking all over the country with the help of lorry and car drivers (and their looks), covering far greater daily
distances than we could hope to do.

Mr and Mrs L Holt were the new wardens in 1962, having previously run Malton hostel in Yorkshire. Like so many
experienced married-couple wardens at YHA’s larger hostels in this era they were to stay for a lengthy period, until
1976, overseeing a great rise in demand and the requisite transformation of their premises. Until 1964 the annual
overnights had remained steady, at about 6,000 to 7,000, similar to Batheaston in its later years. In 1965, however,
the bednights topped 8,000, and by the following year almost 9,000 stayed at Fiesole. There is some evidence of
Bath’s first overflow hostel in 1966, at an unknown location, with an extra 1,017 catered for. Whether this
temporary arrangement was part of the longer-term plan to expand the hostel that was emerging about this time is
unclear, but by the end of 1968 a new age had begun, with annual overnights soon outstripping 10,000, then 15,000.
The hostel closed for part of 1968 to allow the building of a large cedar-wood chalet or lodge on land to the rear, and
beyond that a new warden’s bungalow in the same style. The lodge design was similar to other expansion schemes in
YHA at the time, for instance at Boggle Hole, Swanage and Scarborough. It contained 50 beds in small dormitories.
A relaxation of the squeezed accommodation in the main house balanced the whole capacity at 100. The
Department for Education and Science grant-aided the project. The redesigned hostel opened on 5th October 1968.
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Until 2018 the outside Lodge offered Rooms 14-17 (en suite, 2- or 4-bedded), Room 18 (DDA en suite, 5-bedded), Rooms 1925 (4-, 5- and 6-bedded) and Room 26 (en suite, 2-bedded). Rooms 21 and 25 were for males and Room 22 for females.
1: the Lodge under construction, 1968. The first three images show the basic method of carrying power to the premises;
2: the Lodge entrance almost 50 years later, with the smaller staff building in the same style on higher ground behind;
3: a view along the cedar wood Lodge annexe towards the rear of the main house; 4: the warden’s house, later staff chalet, with
its private entrance. These scenes have been transformed by demolition and new building work in late 2017 and 2018 –
compare them with the views on page 13 (1: YHA Archive; 2-4: author’s photographs, July 2017)

By 1972 Bath had become such a magnetic attraction as a tourist centre that the hostel was frequently overburdened
in the summer months. A solution, as at Canterbury, Salisbury, Cambridge and other popular hostels, was to
provide temporary accommodation on a separate site. Overflow hostel details were usually poorly recorded and
sometimes conflict, but from 1972 to 1974 and 1979 to 1981 YHA rented the Central Youth Club, or Boys’ Club,
premises at St James’s Memorial Hall, Lower Borough Walls, in the city centre at grid reference ST 750645. The
intervening years may have had the same arrangement. YHA
South-West Region’s annual report for 1973 expressed an
appreciation of the continued support of the Management
Committee of Bath Central Youth Club in allowing the use of
their premises as a mid-summer annexe to Bath hostel.
Hostelling News advertised in 1974 for a warden for the facility.
The building is now the Chapel Arts Centre and bistro.
Additionally, a marquee in the hostel grounds provided
additional accommodation each summer from 1977 to 1980,
with over 1,000 overnights each year.

Left: thanks to detective work by Kevin Flanagan and confirmation by
Bath local studies library, the location of the Central Boys’ Club has
been determined as St James’ Memorial Hall, now the Chapel Arts
Centre, in the heart of the city. It was used by YHA for its hostel
overflow in the 1970s (author’s photograph, July 2017)
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A different overflow arrangement was provided in 1982, 1984 and perhaps 1985. A short distance down Bathwick
Hill from the youth hostel lie some very fine Georgian houses. One of these is Somerset House, number 35, at grid
reference ST 760647. More recently it has been a guest house and in 2019 is private accommodation.
Peter and Joan Allen were the new wardens at Fiesole from 1977 to 1983; Peter and Ruth Taylor took over in 1984.
They were still in charge in 1991, after which management records are scant until the modern era, though Bob
Newsum filled the post some time after 1993, coming from Windsor youth hostel and staying until 2007 at least.
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1: Somerset House is a fine Georgian dwelling, also in distinctive Bath stone. Located a little further down Bathwick Hill
from Fiesole, it was used as an overflow hostel in 1982, 1984 and perhaps 1985 (author’s photograph, July 2017);
2: Fiesole in 1986. There has been very little significant alteration to the hostel’s façade over its 60-plus years,
except for renewals and signage (YHA Archive, photograph by courtesy John Watts)

Constantly increasing numbers as the 1990s approached – the 30,000 yearly overnight mark was passed in 1987 –
led YHA to question the suitability of Fiesole to fulfil such an exacting role. Criticisms were that it was too far out of
the city, up a steep hill, an old building expensive to maintain and modernise, with no car parking. A newspaper
report in 1990 described YHA plans to sell Fiesole and move nearer the city centre: Duncan Simpson remembers
that several sites were mooted. YHA considered a purpose-built hostel at one of these. Related plans to demolish the
cedar annexe and build two private houses in its place would have been approved, but those to develop offices on the
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main site were rejected. So Bath hostel remained on Bathwick Hill, the number of beds increasing by ten or so to
123 in 1992 and staying at about this number to the present day. YHA News of August 1994 described how a
PDMP project for the previous winter had provided new toilets and showers, upgraded water and electrical
installations, a refurbished kitchen, new bunks, new furniture and repair work. Six years later, major improvements
to the main house and the chimneys at Bath were to be completed in time for reopening in mid-March.
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1&2: journey’s end, the hostel entrance with its fine pillars at the side of the house;
3: modern reception and bar, though soon to be considerably opened up by removing the rear wall;
4: beautiful mosaic tiles found throughout the house; 5: Italianate balcony;
6: relief frieze in the hall (1-6: author’s photographs, July 2017)
7: first & second floor plan of Fiesole, YHA’s mansion in Bath, 2017 (YHA Archive). The rooming arrangements were as follows:
in the tower, Room 1 on the third floor, Room 2 on the second, both for two guests.
On the main first floor, Room 3 (8 guests), Room 4 (4), Room 5 (6-bedded room for females), Room 6 (6), Room 7 (4), Room
8 (10-bedded for males), Room 9 (en suite for 6), Room 10 (10-bedded for females), Rooms 11-13 (all en suite, for 4, 2 and
4). To the rear of the ground floor: room 27 (en suite, adapted for disabilities, for 3). There were 123 beds in the whole hostel.
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Hostel managers after Bob Newsum have included Kayleigh Scott and Amy Bates. The fabric of the house has
received regular attention in the new millennium, including changes to the reception and self-catering areas.
Carol Aspillaga is the current manager. She arrived in 2017 and was
immediately involved in the biggest ever development of the hostel,
through a major scheme of improvements planned over the winter
of 2017-18. The hostel closed on 31st October 2017, reopening in
April 2018 by which time the refurbishment of the main building
had been completed. This was the first part of its two-stage
redesign.

Left: the official reopening of YHA Bath on 26th April 2018

On 9th January 2018 the Bath Chronicle described work on this first phase and anticipated a second:
Stunning Bath Youth Hostel gets £2.5 million boost to add more bedrooms
Bath youth hostel is being completely refurbished as a £2.5 million investment has been signed off.
The hostel will be completely renewed to bring it up to standards customers expect. The investment, the biggest
single example for a South West hostel, will also allow for a new cycle store and laundry facilities to be installed,
along with new bedroom doors with secure electronic keys. There is planning permission to build a new
bedroom annexe, which will bring the total number of beds to 133, an increase of 12 beds.
This investment in Bath typifies the modern YHA. Bath is a popular destination for both school groups and
young people and their families and it was important that we brought the youth hostel up to the world class
accommodation standards now associated with the YHA network. The hostel is currently closed ahead of work
starting in January and will re-open again in April 2018 following the refurbishment of the main building.

The main building was extensively remodelled, with a new central reception and café bar, opened up by removing
the solid wall between it and the lounge adjacent. The entrance area now is light and airy, with an open aspect
through to the picture window at the hostel’s south end. The attractive and popular small tower rooms, 1 and 2,
received an upgrade and their own toilet facility. More light flooded into the north end of the building when the old
self-catering dividing screen was removed. YHA developed here a new style of compact self-catering equipment with
two microwaves and two smaller ovens instead of hobs. Five of the 13 rooms in the house are now en suite.
After a brief operating season in 2018 YHA Bath closed again to allow the 1968 annexe and staff building to the rear
of Fiesole to be swept away. A new three-storey annexe with en suite accommodation throughout arose in a
landscaped setting further away from the house. YHA’s LiveMoreYHA webpage heralded the work’s completion:
On Friday 26th April 2019, the result of our record £2.5 million investment in YHA Bath was unveiled by the
Mayor of Bath, Councillor Patrick Anketell-Jones. The Mayor was joined by Bath MP Wera Hobhouse.
In what has been the single biggest investment ever in a Youth Hostel in the South West by YHA, the future of
YHA Bath has been secured for the next generation. The investment has seen the main building, a stunning
Grade II-listed Italian-style mansion, completely refurbished and upgraded and new en suite bedrooms added to
the property’s accommodation offering. A brand new environmentally-friendly bedroom annexe has been built
in the grounds to cater for the families and couples travel market. The sustainable timber framed annexe has been
designed and constructed with energy efficiency in mind. Built using sustainable construction materials, the
annexe also features heat recovery units and LED lights.
Fourteen new en suite bedrooms have been created in the annexe. Within the grounds, YHA Bath now also
boasts a new cycle store and guest laundry. Thousands of young people who stay with us each year will now
benefit from the new, world class facilities.
In addition to accommodation, we are working with a local catering college to provide work experience to
students. The site will also be building closer links with local schools and groups as well as offering volunteering,
training and employment opportunities to young people, enabling them to develop employability and life skills.
Speaking at the event, the Mayor of Bath Councillor Patrick Anketell-Jones, said: ‘Bath Youth Hostel has grown
from strength to strength since 1953 and this latest investment demonstrates how the nation’s youth are central
to the provision of recreational facilities. I offer YHA my very best wishes for the future.’
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Wera Hobhouse MP added: ‘YHA has created a wonderful, welcoming and safe environment for people to stay
in Bath. The new annexe is fantastic. YHA is so much more than a low-cost accommodation provider. It offers
young people a wealth of opportunities. From a parent’s point of view, I can confidently say that the opportunity
for affordable travel can help shape young lives.’
James Blake, our Chief Executive, said: ‘YHA Bath is a significant site for YHA and one I am delighted we have
been able to realise the vision to create another world class youth hostel. Bath is one of the jewels in the YHA
crown and has been one of our most treasured sites since it opened nearly 70 years ago. Its prominent position
means it acts as a gateway to both the city and the South West, helping us attract thousands of visitors and
schools to stay with us each year. The upgrading of the site and increase in accommodation will enable us to
welcome more guests to stay with us each year.’
Already, YHA Bath has seen an uplift in guest satisfaction scores following the refurbishment. In the first month
of the hostel being fully open to guests, guest satisfaction rose from 86 per cent to 94 per cent.
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Developments at YHA Bath’s main house, Fiesole, after the 2017-18 refurbishment.
1: the reception bar is now much more practical, and improved by increased natural light after the removal of the its rear wall;
2: the reception now also serves this multi-purpose room at the hostel’s south end, replacing the former separated lounge here;
3: the large dining room on the west side, with attractive new furniture; 4: the smaller informal dining area;
5: a much improved, airier and less constricted self-catering kitchen after the removal of a partition;
6: one of the attractive small tower rooms, benefiting from the latest design standards
(YHA images)
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1: Bathwick House, YHA’s attractive new lodge, occupies newly sculpted rising land where the old cedar annexe and staff hut
stood until recently. It has been designed as a split-level building to take full advantage of the contours; 2&3: the landscaping
has opened up the rear aspect of the house to great effect; 4: the rear of the annexe, where once stood the staff house;
5: interior of one of the new en suite bedrooms (1-4, author’s photographs, June 2019; 5: YHA publicity image)
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Overnights – inclusive periods each year as follows
1931-1991: previous Oct to Sept; 1992: Oct 1991 to Feb 1993; 1993-present: Mar to following Feb
¶: Batheaston hostel; §: Langridge hostel; ∆: Bath (Fiesole) hostel;
†x: Bath summer overflow hostel (may be spurious); †BC: Bath summer overflow hostel (Boys’ Club);
†M: Bath summer overflow hostel (marquee); †S: Bath summer overflow hostel (Somerset House);
*: 17 month period; •: overnights reduced during rebuilding work
…

1931

1932

1933

1934

1935

1936

1937

1938

1939

…

263¶

759¶

1067§

1672§

1896§

2338§

3254¶

3686¶

3327¶

1940

1941

1942

1943

1944

1945

1946

1947

1948

1949

2600¶

5101¶

4955¶

5311¶

6903¶

7274¶

6707¶

6582¶

8102¶

7887¶

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

6984¶
…

7252¶
…

7709¶
…

68¶
5462∆

…
7457∆

…
7917∆

…
7121∆

…
7507∆

…
7094∆

…
6977∆

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

7024∆
…

7187∆
…

7605∆
…

6955∆
…

6714∆
…

8030∆
…

8748∆
1017†x

10216∆
…

5776∆•
…

13263∆
…

1973

1974

1970

1971

1972

13620∆
…
…

14241∆
…
…

15642∆
715†BC
…

1980

1981

1982

1983

26144∆
†BC
1579†M

26661∆
†BC
…

25841∆
…
open†S

26687∆
…
…

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

17138∆
†BCx
…

open∆
†BCx
…

18223∆
†BCx
1128†M

21538∆
†BCx
1291†M

23198∆
715†BC
1262†M

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

27251∆
…
open†S

28698∆
…
†Sx

29734∆
…
…

31518∆
…
…

31648∆
…
…

32660∆
…
…

15512∆ 16672∆
652†BC 1038†BC
…
…

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

32388∆

30997∆

40028*∆

29460∆

31039∆

34350∆

34494∆

32269∆

30875∆

23986∆

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

29007∆

28435∆

29227∆

27387∆

25968∆

26916∆

27640∆

24978∆

23396∆

26442∆

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

24876∆

29847∆

31679∆

29534∆

29978∆

30791∆

31230∆

22419∆• 14203∆•

2019
29041∆

late twentieth-century take on the membership booklet stamp

© John Martin, 2020. YHA Profiles are intended to be adaptable in the light of new materials gained by YHA Archive
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